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Thank you to all who joined me on February 3rd for this
year's first parent/guardian advisory panel!  I am taking
your feedback to create a more responsive counseling
program.  Many of you asked for further opportunities to
meet with other families for mutual support.  Our next
opportunity to gather together for this purpose will be on
March 24th at 6:00 p.m.  This facilitated conversation
will involve lots of sharing practices, and I'll follow up
with a short presentation.   The topic is on supporting
anxious youth.  If you know of a young person who
worries a lot, this virtual group might be for you!  
Google meet ID:  meet.google.com/twc-mbop-asj
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Our Children Are Superheroes

For many of us, this has been a season of reflection and appreciation.   As we ordered
groceries online, meet with our therapists and primary care providers remotely, and
pulled curbside to pick up food from our favorite restaurant, we paused to take special
notice of those essential workers who sustain us each day.  Maybe we thought a lot of
the first responders and their families during the pandemic. Where would we be
without them?

I don't know about you, but as a parent, I recognize that I haven't always appreciated
that one essential human in my life - the 6 year old who suddenly likes to cuddle and
say "I love you".   Our kids may have driven us to the edge of insanity at times, but
they also gave us reason to crawl out from under the covers every morning.   Like me,
did you sometimes forget to notice the small and big things, those ways in which they
communicated their love and care?   Did you miss the ways in which they have pulled
through the disruptions in their lives, the way they persevered and learned
independence?   

As I sit here typing away in the wee hours of the morning, I look over and see my
son's work station and the computer he's been using for kindergarten.  What a year it
has been!  What incredible kids we have in our lives!  It's not too late to show our
superheroes how grateful and proud we are!



Preparing for In-Person Learning

Here are some things to help prepare your family for in-person learning.   Consider
implementing these at least two weeks before your child returns to campus:

• Sleep habits may be off!  Consider synchronizing your family’s bedtime and waking
routines to reflect the changing schedule.  Most children require 10-11 hour of sleep a night
whereas the parents of most children benefit from much longer periods of rest. 
• Who hasn't enjoyed wearing our jammies to work and school?  Many children grew out of
their street clothes in the last year, so it might be a good idea to take inventory.  Students
will also need to adjust to the sensory experience of having to wear underclothes and real
pants again.  So practice ahead of time. 
• Many of us have grown accustomed to eating whenever we felt in the mood for a snack. 
 Popcorn can be enjoyed any time of day, right?  We recommend resuming a regular
breakfast, snack, and lunch time so that our scholars might better adapt to the school day
and school week at a nutritional and energy level.
• Some of our students have been eating and breathing Minecraft and Roblox for the past
year.  Does your student need to detox?   We strongly recommend that you begin weaning
them from gaming and other screen-based entertainment.  This will help reformat their
alertness and concentration for classroom learning.
• For many students, being at home with family has brought out strengths and resiliency.
Assess and recognize those positive changes.  Also, most of us have forgotten how to be
around people outside of our family.   Maybe take the time to review important social
conventions.
• If your child or family has experienced loss or other major life events which can disrupt
their focus and their mood, please let me know. This information will be managed with
great discretion and will also help our staff be sensitive to any  conditions or concerns with
which your child might be returning to classroom life. 
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Childhood Anxiety

Being very afraid when away from parents (separation anxiety)
Having extreme fear about a specific thing or situation, such as dogs, insects, or going to
the doctor (phobias)
Being very afraid of school and other places where there are people (social anxiety)
Being very worried about the future and about bad things happening (general anxiety)
Having repeated episodes of sudden, unexpected, intense fear that come with symptoms
like heart pounding, having trouble breathing, or feeling dizzy, shaky, or sweaty (panic
disorder)

Anxiety is very natural part of all our lives.  Many young people are born into the world with a
cautious temperament that lingers throughout their life span.   Nevertheless, approximately
seven percent of school aged children experience clinically significant levels of anxiety.  When
fears and worries interfere with school, home, or play activities, the child may be diagnosed
with an anxiety disorder. Examples of different types of anxiety disorders include:

Anxiety in children may present as fear or worry, but can also make children irritable and
angry.   Fear and worry often hijack the thinking part of the brain and can result in a freeze,
flight, or fight response.   Anxiety symptoms can also manifest as sleep disturbances, as well
as physical symptoms like fatigue, headaches, or stomachaches.  Some anxious children keep
their worries to themselves, and they may isolate or engage in limited recreation.

If you are concerned about your child's anxiety-related symptoms, you may opt for
counseling services.  Treatment approaches to anxiety often include: 1) education
(normalizing the experience of anxiety as a protective action; typical reactions to anxiety), 2)
awareness (antecedents - what brings on anxiety for the individual; exploration of private
thoughts that arise; sensations; and habit reactions to anxiety - often avoidance), 3) coping
strategies (deep breathing, progressive muscle relaxation, visual imagery), 4) thought
restructuring (identify and challenge inaccurate thoughts using self-talk; shift thinking to
coping-focused directions), and 5) controlled/gradual exposure (putting one-self "out there"
more and more).   

Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) is an evidence-based intervention that a lot of people use
because it focuses on thought restructuring and skill building.  Sometimes CBT is not well-
received by young clients, though.  Play therapy might be seen as a "backdoor" approach that
can really help with confidence and risk taking.  Generally speaking, it's the young person's
relationship with their therapist that determines the outcome no matter the treatment
modality. 

Please reach out if you would like to learn more about anxiety in school-aged youth.
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Cool Tips and Tricks: Helping Your Kids with Face Coverings

Have your child practice wearing a face covering in small amounts of time to
increase tolerance.  It's best to pair this time with a favorite activity.
Encourage your young person to pick out their own style of mask.  Just as you
might take them shopping for school clothes, allow them to shop online for
attractive face coverings.
Ensure that the face covering fits snugly against the sides of her face and covers
the nose and mouth.  A lot of mask discomfort occurs due to ill-fitting masks. 
 Slippage and other mask movement can rub against skin creating sensory
challenges.
Some young people prefer masks that have bands or ties that stretch around the
head and not the ears.  The back of the ears can be sensitive.
It is common for young people to chew the inside of their mask.  This can create
tears, holes, and wet areas on the face covering.  Masks that look like dust masks
have are cupped out so that the mask does not rub against the user's mouth. 
 Families can also purchase "mask brackets" which cup the fabric away from the
mouth area.
Demonstrate how to take the mask off by pulling on the ear loops or ties.
Have your child wash hands before and after handling the mask.
Teach your young person not to touch or share their mask.
As with most things, our attitudes and anxieties are noticed by our kids.   If we
want our kids to have greater ease with face coverings, we must do our own work
first.  

Does your "love bug" still want to wear her face covering like a pirate's eye patch?
The American Academy of Pediatrics (www.healthychildren.org) has helpful tips for
guiding children on the appropriate use of face coverings:

For more information and guidance on best practices to prevent risk of exposure or
transmission of COVID-19, contact your child’s primary care provider.
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Monitoring Our Students' Mental Health in the Coming Months

All of our students, those remaining virtual and those returning to campus, will
continue to be served by FernLeaf's counseling and social-emotional programs.   Our
community will prioritize wellness and community building as students settle into
their new routines.  As a staff, we will closely monitor the needs of our students.  In
particular, we'll be watching out for sudden, drastic changes in our students.  These
changes might include:

 Avoidance or phobic behaviors
 Frequent self-criticism or self-blame
 Difficulty making decisions, concentrating, or remembering
 Excessive changes in energy levels
 Helplessness or hopelessness
 Unrealistic anxiety or guilt
 Lack of emotion or emotional response
 Depressed mood
 Suicidal thoughts/talk
 Lack of interest in hobbies or friends
 Oversensitivity to comments/criticism
 Any sudden changes that get in the way of daily life tasks

We ALWAYS take talk of self-harm seriously, no matter how often it
happens. Furthermore, when sudden changes get in the way of daily living
(eating, toileting, bathing, socialization, etc.), we take immediate notice.
Other symptoms are more common to the human experience, and we look
for consistency in behaviors over weeks or months before we consider
most behaviors a serious risk.  As always, we will communicate our observations with
our families.


